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As the October 2013 U.S. Supreme Court term gets under way Monday, the docket is more appealing to 

legal nerds than to the general public, which has grown accustomed to high-profile cases on subjects like 

gay marriage and health care reform. But just because this term’s cases aren’t blockbusters doesn’t mean 

they aren’t very important. Unions and businesses are among the groups with a lot to win or lose this 

term. 

In UNITE HERE Local 355 v. Mulhall, the court will decide whether agreements between 

unions and employers that set the ground rules for union organizing violate the anti-corruption 

provision of the Labor Management Relations Act. That may sound pretty specific, but it could 

have far-reaching effects, leading labor expert and Harvard Law School professor Benjamin 

Sachs to write that this “could be the most significant labor law case in a generation.” 

In this particular case, the union, Unite Here Local 355, struck an agreement with Mardi Gras, a 

Florida casino company, under which the casino would not interfere in the union’s organizing 

drive, and in return, the union promised not to strike during that organizing period. That kind of 

agreement is standard practice across the country. 

The challenge to this routine agreement alleges that the casino’s concessions to the union, which 

included a promise to remain neutral during the organizing campaign, violates an anti-corruption 

statute that was intended to keep employers from bribing unions by specifically prohibiting 

companies from giving union officials “things of value.” Until very recently, no one considered 

that these organizing agreements would constitute bribery in the same way that the casino might 

be trying to bribe the union by letting union officials borrow the corporate jet. 

“It could have a profound effect on how, particularly in certain industries that are looking for 

relatively frictionless kind of representation, it could throw a complete monkey wrench into 

that,” Michael A. Carvin, a conservative lawyer, said last week at a Federalist Society event. “So 

[it would] almost mandate more hostility between employers and unions when unions are trying 

to organize.” 

The second major labor case this term involves payments to public-sector unions. In Harris v. 

Quinn, a home health care worker in Illinois sued the state’s governor for requiring her, as a 
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public-sector employee, to pay union dues, arguing that these mandatory payments violate her 

First Amendment right to freedom of speech. Conservatives are excited about the case. 

Legal scholar Ilya Shapiro of the libertarian Cato Institute put the case on his list of the term’s 

biggest cases, noting that “[u]nionizing independent contractors may be critical to the survival 

(or at least to maintaining the power) of organized labor, so this little-known case may have 

greater long-term impact than any of the above.” 

One reason the pro-labor camp is nervous is a 2012 Supreme Court case called Knox v. Service 

Employees International Union, in which the court laid the groundwork for rolling back unions' 

influence, which could play out in both the Unite Here and Harris cases. 

“One of the things that doesn’t get written much about this court is how resolutely anti-labor it 

is,” Garrett Epps, a constitutional law professor, said in a September Supreme Court panel event 

at the Brennan Center for Justice. He pointed to the Knox case as a reason for unions to be 

fearful. 

“[The justices] remind me a little bit of a crime family in the sense that before they whack you, 

they send you a bullet, they let you know that you’re next,” he said. “They’ve done that with the 

labor movement.”   
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